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Abstract— Environmental protection and energy 

conservations are the main concern of 21st century which 

has now accelerated the pace to plan and develop electric 

vehicle technology. The electric vehicles (EVs) offer a zero 

emission, new automobile industry establishment, and 

economic development, efficient and smart transportation 

system. This project having a foot controlled steering system 

to control the vehicle easily. It designed to suitable for any 

road conditions and to reduce the effort of a rider to drive 

skateboard easily. Currently the permanent magnet brushless 

direct current motors are the present choice of automobile 

industries and researchers because of its high power density, 

compact size, reliability, and noise free and minimum 

maintenance requirements. Initially thus the designing of the 

vehicle in CAD and CRE-O, and simulations models are 

done. Equipment and cost analysis are done. It deals with 

the fabrication of vehicle. This includes assembly of 

skateboard and electric hub motor drive and designing the 

controllers. Thus the final stage is to improve the design 

model of the e-board for off road conditions and suitable. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Smart skating shoes are design for human comfortness. 

The main purpose of shoes is to introduce new shoes design. 

It is very easy to operate. 

A. Electric Vehicles Compare with other automobile 

sections 

Around 93% of today’s automobiles run on petroleum based 

product, which are estimated to be depleted by2050.For 

preservation of gasoline for future and increasing the 

efficiency of vehicle an electric vehicle can be a major 

breakthrough. An electric vehicle is pollution free and is 

efficient at low speed conditions mainly in high traffic areas. 

But battery charging is time consuming. Moreover, it cannot 

provide high power required by drives during high speed 

condition sorins lopes of hilly areas. Gasoline engine proves 

its efficiency at higher speeds in high ways and waste a lot 

of energy in urban areas. A hybrid vehicle solves these 

problems by combining the advantages of both the systems 

and uses both the power sources at their efficient conditions. 

The basic design consists of a dc power source battery. 

The battery is connected to inverter that is fed to a 

BLDC motor that works on AC. The motor is attached to the 

front wheel of the two wheeler vehicle. As the motor rotates 

the attached wheel rotates too, thus, leading to vehicle 

motion. At low speeds this mode of propulsion issued. The 

next phase consists of an IC engine that moves the piston 

continuously. This is connected to the transmission and thus, 

the vehicle moves. EV shave been vehicles of numerous 

advantages of environmental pollution can be avoided to 

certain extent. 

This encourages the method of sustainable 

development that has been the topic of concern in the 

modern society. Moreover, EVs mode of operation are 

maximum efficient to the conditions, i.e.,at low speed and 

high traffic areas where gasoline engine is least efficient 

with a lot of energy wasted, EV moves with power from 

battery. The battery is connected to inverter that is fed to a 

BLDC motor that works on AC. The motor is attached to the 

front wheel of the two wheeler vehicle. As the motor rotates 

the attached wheel rotates too, thus, leading to vehicle 

motion. At low speeds this mode of propulsion isused. The 

engine that moves the piston continuously. Thus the 

advantages of EV make it superior than any other vehicle of 

today. Motor is made up of skillful wrapping of coils on a 

stator, a rotor for the rotation, and magnets to influence the 

rotations. The magnets used their work electro magnetically 

means electricity influences this iron to behave like a 

magnet, having both attraction and repulsion characteristics 

of a magnet into this, thereby helping it to generate the 

motion accompanying this There are two types of motors 

commonly used in e-bikes.one is brushed motor and another 

is brushless. In a brushless motor, as there is no physical 

contact from any parts of the motor inside, therefore there is 

virtually no wear and tear possibilities, making the motor’s 

durability limitless. These motors have more sophisticated 

controllers, and it makes it possible for using three different 

windings, and power is supplied individual Windings 

according to the position they are in the movement. When 

the motor passes one winding, the controller passes the 

power to another winding, making the movement to 

continue without stopping. These types of motors are quite 

popular nowadays 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Agus Purwadi[1] Two fundamental components in the 

electric Skating are the electric motor and its energy storage 

system. The motor used in this ITB-1electric car is brushless 

dc (BLDC) motor type. A controller will be used to convert 

the dc source into ac for BLDC motor power source. This 

electrical energy storage will affect performance of the 

electric car. Therefore we have to protect the battery from 

anything that can make the battery’s life shorter. Voltage is 

one of the parameters that must be controlled by the battery 

management system, so that the battery can be protected 

effectively. 

Zhang[2] Base on PIC16F72, a design of brushless 

DC motor controller strategy applied to the electric bicycle 

control system was presented in the paper. Through 

analyzed some possible problems when electric bicycle 

running daily. Function of over-current protection, under-

voltage protection and helping were accomplished. 

Schematic diagrams of each function and drive circuit were 

given in the paper, the controller was debugged in rated 

voltage36V and power rating 250W brushless DC motor, 
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experiment turned out controller has better dynamic 

characteristics and ran steadily. 

G. Kothari [3] The Hybrid Bicycle System is a 

systems project which is used to power an electric hub 

motor running a bicycle. In this electric hybrid bicycle, the 

front wheel has a compact & light weight hub motor. It will 

be having regenerative charge system and solar panels, 

which enables substantially longer distance power assist 

cycling by regenerating power from pedaling energy (human 

energy) and solar energy and charging it in the battery. 

Nicolò Daina[4]This paper provides a systematic review of 

these diverse approaches using a twofold classification of 

electric vehicle use representation, based on the time scale 

and on substantive differences in the modelling techniques. 

For time of day analysis of demand we identify activity-

based modelling (ABM) as the most attractive because it 

provides a framework amenable for integrated cross-sector 

analyses, required for the emerging integration of the 

transport and electricity network. Amongst the most critical 

there is the lack of realism how charging behaviour is 

represented. 

D.F. Flippo[5] Wheel design can be enhanced 

through experimentation, testing, and iteration. 

Unfortunately, the time and money needed to test full 

vehicles is costly. A cheaper, less conflated alternative could 

be to incorporate single wheel testing. The algorithm 

discussed in this paper uses single wheel testing to predict 

the full vehicle performance in a skid steer turn. With this 

prediction algorithm, skid steering can be easily enhanced 

by iterating on the design of a single wheel without the cost 

of vehicle testing. To validate this algorithm and explore 

skid steering enhancement several single wheel skid steering 

experiments were done and the results were compared to a 

full vehicle’s turning performance. 

A. Objective 

1) To Innovation new design shoes for human. 

2) To make the human life easy and fast. 

3) To provide human comfortness and smoothness during 

Walking.  

III. SMART SKATING SHOES 

A. Definition: 

Skating involves any sports or recreational activity which 

consists of traveling on surfaces or on road using skates. 

Roller skating is the traveling on surfaces with 

roller skates. It is a form of recreational activity as well as a 

sport, and can also be a form of transportation. 

Roller skating, the traveling on surfaces with roller 

skates Inline skating, traveling on surfaces with skates 

having one line of wheels Freestyle slalom skating, a field of 

inline skating that involves performing tricks around a 

straight line of equally spaced cones Vert skating, riding 

inline skates on a vert ramp Aggressive inline skating, inline 

skating executed on specially designed inline skates with 

focus on grinding and spins Inline speed skating. 

the roller sport of racing on inline skates Artistic 

roller skating, a sport similar to figure skating but where 

contestants run on roller skates instead of ice skates Road 

skating, the sport of skating (inline skating or roller skating) 

on roads, much like road cycling. It shares much with inline 

speed skating Skateboarding, an action sport which involves 

riding and performing tricks using a skateboard. 

B. Types of Driving System 

There are two types of driving condition is applied. They are 

as follows  

1) Manual driving system (from upstream to downstream) 

2) Electrical driving system (from downstream to 

upstream) 

MANUAL DRIVING By the Newton’s third law 

of motion “In Every Action there is equal and opposite 

reaction”. The manual power is transmitted by applying the 

force by place one foot on the board and push-off another 

foot on the ground thus will gives a motion on the forward 

direction of the board. Give yourself another push when you 

slow down. Keep making little push-offs, and pivoting your 

feet to ride on the board until you slow down. Then pivot 

your riding foot straight, push off with your other foot, and 

pivot back. 

ELECTRICAL DRIVING In the electrical power 

transmission the power is transmitted to the driving wheel 

by the help of BLDC motor and the controller which drives 

on the 48 volt and 15 amps battery. Thus the battery gives 

the DC Current to the controller here the controlled gets 

feedback from the hall sensor inside the hub motor and 

gives the power to the motor depend upon by giving the 

signal from the accelerator. 

IV. SKATESHOES AND E-BOARD 

A. Skateshoes 

Skateing is an action sport which involves riding and 

performing tricks using a skateboard. Skateshoes can also be 

considered a recreational activity, an art form, a job, or a 

method of transportation. Skateshoes has been shaped and 

influenced by many skateboarders throughout the years. A 

2009 report found that the skateboarding market is worth an 

estimated $4.8 billion in annual revenue with 11.08 million 

active skateboarders in the world. Modern decks vary in 

size, but most are 7 to 10.5 inches (18 to 27 cm) wide. 

Wider decks can be used for greater stability when transition 

or ramp skating. Standard skateboard decks are usually 

between 28 and 33 inches (71 and 84 cm) long. The 

underside of the deck can be printed with a design by the 

manufacturer, blank, or decorated by any other means 

 
Fig. 1: Deck. 

Attached to the deck are two metal (usually 

aluminum alloy) trucks, which connect the wheels and 

bearings to the deck. The trucks are further composed of two 

parts. The top part of the truck is screwed to the deck and is 

called the base plate, and beneath it is the hanger. The axle 

runs through the hanger. Between the base plate and the 
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hanger are bushings, also rubbers or grommets that provide 

the cushion mechanism for turning the skateboard. The 

bushings cushion the truck when it turns. The stiffer the 

bushings, the more resistant the skateshoes is to turning. The 

softer the bushings, the easier it is to turn.  

Bushings come in varying shapes and urethane 

formulas as well as durometers, which may affect turning, 

rebound and durability. A bolt called a kingpin holds these 

parts together and fits inside the bushings. Thus by 

tightening or loosening the kingpin nut, the trucks can be 

adjusted loosely for better turning and tighter for more 

stability (useful when landing tricks). Standard kingpin nut 

size is 3/8" - 24tpi. 

wheels of a skateboard are usually made of 

polyurethane, and come in many different sizes and shapes 

to suit different types of skating. Larger diameters (55–85 

mm) roll faster, and move more easily over cracks in 

pavement and are better for transition skateboarding. 

Smaller diameters (48–54 mm) keep the board closer to the 

ground, require less force to accelerate and produce a lower 

center of gravity which allows for a better response time, but 

also make for a slower top speed and are better for street 

skateboarding. Wheels also are available in a variety of 

hardness usually measured on the Shore durometer "A" 

scale.  

 

 
Again like car tires, wheels range from the very 

soft (about Shore A 75) to the very hard (about Shore A 

101). As the Vertical ramp or "vert" skating requires larger 

wheels (usually 55–65 mm), as it involves higher speeds. 

Vert wheels are also usually slightly softer (A 98/ A 99), 

allowing them to maintain high speed on ramps without 

sliding. Slalom skating requires even larger wheels (60–75 

mm) to sustain the highest speeds possible. Even larger 

wheels are used in longboarding and downhill 

skateboarding. 

range from 65 mm to 100 mm. These extreme sizes 

of wheels almost always have cores of hard plastic that can 

be made thinner and lighter than a solid polyurethane wheel. 

They are often used by skateboard videographers as well, as 

the large soft wheels allow for smooth and easy movement 

over any terrain. 

Wheel 

B. Types of Skateboard and Skatingshoes  

− SKATEBOARD  

− The Long board  

− The Cruiser 

− Penny Board 

1) Electric Skateboard 

An electric skateboard is typically a modified skateboard 

propelled by an electric motor, the power of which is usually 

controlled with an RF remote. As with a regular skateboard, 

it is steered by the rider shifting his or her weight. It was 

originally designed for local transport, but now offer a more 

serious "Off Road" model as a new thrill sport. The Off 

Road style boards are able to traverse grass, gravel, dirt and 

hard sand with ease and are often seen at low tide on the 

beach. 

 
CONCEPT OF E-BOARD 

2) Basic Design of E-Board 

Front View 

                                 Side View 

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF E-BOARD 

 
Block Diagram of E-Board 

3) Advantages Of E-Board 

1) Go Uphill with Minimal Effort 

2) More Control over Your Speed 

3) You Don’t Have to Push 

V. SKATING SHOES 

A. Simple Speed Skates 

These skates are meant to go fast and because of their design 

they are very popular skates. Speed skates feature low cut 

shoes (boot) that fits just like tennis shoes. The low cut 
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design helps with going around corners. These skates are 

very popular because of the freedom of movement that they 

provide in the ankles thus being popular for jam (dance) 

skating and, of course, speed skating. These skates also 

feature speed style wheels and bearings (part that makes 

your wheel spin) that enables skaters to skate faster and 

longer. 

B. Outdoor Skates 

These skates are simply meant for the outdoors. Outdoor 

skates come in either low top or high top boots and the 

wheels are specifically designed to skate outdoors where the 

ground is not as smooth. For the most part, the only 

difference between an indoor skate and an outdoor skate are 

the wheels. Outdoor wheels are softer and more absorbent 

which allow for a smoother ride over "not so smooth" 

surfaces. 

C. Indoor Skates 

Indoor skates (sometimes referred to as Artistic Skates, 

Recreational Skates, or Traditional Skates). These are 

traditional style skates that are for those wanting to skate in 

a skating rink, artistically dance (kind of like ice skating but 

instead of a blade they have wheels), and those that want to 

rhythm skate. These skates feature high boots that allow for 

good control while performing spins or jumps. The wheels 

are more narrow which allow for easy turning and 

maneuverability. 

D. Roller Derby Skates 

The sport of Roller Derby dates back to the 1930s and is 

quickly gaining in popularity. These quad skates are 

designed to take the abuse that is experienced by 

participating in the sport. Roller Derby Skates require 

durability but also a skate that can get up to fast levels very 

quickly as well as hold through tight turns. 

E. Kids Skates 

Kids skates are skates that are designed for the young 

skaters. They look cool but at the same time they designed 

so that they will not go as fast as other skates. Plus, kids 

skating shoes are designed for the wear and tear that kids put 

on their skates! 

F. Inline Skates 

There are 3 main types of Inline roller skating shoes: 

Recreational, Racing, and Roller Hockey.  

G. Recreational Skates 

Also known as fitness skates, these recreational roller blades 

are designed for the skater who wants a good pair of skates 

to exercise in, usually outdoors. The shoes (boots) are high 

top which offers excellent foot and ankle support. These 

skates are also very comfortable so that the skater can skate 

for longer periods of time. 

H. Racing Skates 

Racing skates are skates that were designed to go fast, 

simply put. The shoe (boot) is designed so that it fits as 

close to your foot as possible allowing you the least amount 

of wind resistance. The wheels of these skates are easily 

interchangeable to allow the skater to skate indoors or 

outdoors. 

I. Roller Hockey Skates 

These are skates that are made for those playing the sport of 

roller hockey. Roller hockey is a very popular sport, 

especially among youth and young adults. These skates were 

designed to hold up to the abuse due to the nature of the 

sport.  

 

VI. BATTERY 

 
Batteries operate by converting chemical energy into 

electrical energy through electrochemical discharge 

reactions. Batteries are composed of one or more cells, each 

containing a positive electrode, negative electrode, 

separator, and electrolyte. Cells can be divided into two 

major classes: primary and secondary.  

A. Types of Battery 

Primary cells are not rechargeable and must be replaced 

once the reactants are depleted. 

 Examples of primary cells include carbon-zinc (Leclanche 

or dry cell), alkaline-manganese,mercury zinc, silver-zinc, 
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and lithium cells.(e.g., lithium-manganese dioxide, lithium-

sulfur dioxide, and lithium thionylchloride).  

 
Secondary cells are rechargeable and require a DC 

charging source to restore reactants to their fully charged 

state.  

Examples of secondary cells include lead-lead 

dioxide (lead-acid), nickel-cadmium, nickel-iron, nickel-

hydrogen, nickel-metal hydride, silver-zinc, silver-cadmium, 

and lithium-ion. Average Cell Voltage during Discharge in 

various Rechargeable batteries 

Life and Cost Comparison of Various Batteries 

B. Lithium polymer used in skatingshoes 

1) Lithium Ploymer 

A lithium polymer battery, or more correctly lithium-ion 

polymer battery (abbreviated as LiPo, LIP, Li-poly, lithium-

poly and others), is a rechargeable battery of lithium-ion 

technology using a polymer electrolyte instead of a liquid 

electrolyte. High conductivity semisolid (gel) polymers form 

this electrolyte. These batteries provide higher specific 

energy than other lithium battery types and are used in 

applications where weight is a critical feature, like mobile 

devices and radio-controlled aircraft. 

 

 

C. Working principal 

Just as with other lithium-ion cells, LiPos work on the 

principle of intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium ions 

from a positive electrode material and a negative electrode 

material, with the liquid electrolyte providing a conductive 

medium. To prevent the electrodes from touching each other 

directly, a microporous separator is in between which allows 

only the ions and not the electrode particles to migrate from 

one side to the other. 

 

D. Battery Specification 

 
Nominal Voltage (V)    12V 

Nominal Capacity 20 hour rate (0.25A to 10.50V)       5 Ah 

10 hourrate (0.475A to 10.50V)      4.75 Ah 

5 hour rate (0.85Ato10.20V)             4.25 Ah 

1C (5Ato9.60V) 2.833 Ah3C (15Ato9.60V). 2.0 

Ah Weight Approx. 4.18 lbs. (1.9kg) Internal Resistance 

(at1 KHz). 19 mΩ Approx. Maximum Discharge Current for 

5 seconds.  75 V Charge -15°C( 5°F)to 

40°C(104°F)Discharge -15°C( 5°F)to 50°C(122°F) torage -

15°C( 5°F)to 40°C(104°F)Charging Methods at 25°C( 77°F 

7) Charging Voltage 14.4 to 15.0V Coefficient -5.0mv /°C / 

cellMaximum Charging Current : 1.5 A 

E. Power Transmission System 

Power transmission is the movement of energy from its 

place of generation to a location where it is applied to 

perform useful work. Power is defined formally as units of 

energy per unit time. In SI units: 

F. Calculation for Total Power of Vehicle Total Power of 

Skatingshoes  

1) DC Motor 

High Torque Metal Geared DC Motor 500 RPM 

A torque motor is a specialized form of DC electric motor 

which can operate indefinitely while stalled, without 

incurring damage. In this mode of operation, the motor will 

apply a steady torque to the load (hence the name). A torque 
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motor that cannot perform a complete rotation is known as a 

limited angle torque motor. Brushless torque motors are 

available; elimination of commutators and brushes allows 

higher speed operation. 

A DC motor is any of a class of rotary electrical 

motors that converts direct current electrical energy into 

mechanical energy. The most common types rely on the 

forces produced by magnetic fields. Nearly all types of DC 

motors have some internal mechanism, either 

electromechanical or electronic, to periodically change the 

direction of current in part of the motor. 

DC motors were the first form of motor widely 

used, as they could be powered from existing direct-current 

lighting power distribution systems. 

A DC motor's speed can be controlled over a wide 

range, using either a variable supply voltage or by changing 

the strength of current in its field windings. Small DC 

motors are used in tools, toys, and appliances. The universal 

motor can operate on direct current but is a lightweight 

brushed motor used for portable power tools and appliances.  

Larger DC motors are currently used in propulsion 

of electric vehicles, elevator and hoists, and in drives for 

steel rolling mills. The advent of power electronics has 

made replacement of DC motors with AC motors possible in 

many applications. 

This DC Motor with Metal Gear is ideal for High 

Torque application in robotics. This Motor has following 

electrical and mechanical specifications. 

2) Specifications: 

Motor Type            :  DC with Gear Box, Metal Gears 

Base Motor           :  DC  500 RPM 

Shaft Type             :   Off centered, 6mm dia, M3 

thread hole, 15 mm shaft Length 

Maximum Torque:  ~18 Kg-cm at 500RPM 

RPM                         :  500 RPM at 12V 

Weight                    :  300 Gms 

Max Load Current:  ~800mA at 12V 

3) Dimensions: 

Gearbox diameter              :   37 mm. 

Base Motor Diamete          :   28 mm 

Length without shaft          :   63 mm 

Length with shaft               :   91 mm 

Shaft length                       :   28mm 

Images of other DC motor tested  

 

 

 

 

 

G. Working of Skatingshoes 

An electric skateshoes is a personal transporter based on a 

skateshoes. The speed is usually controlled by a wireless 

hand-held throttle remote or rider body weight-shifting 

between front of the woodboard for forward motion and rear 

for braking. As for the direction of travel to the right or left, 

it is adjusted by tilting the to one side or the other. Electric 

skateshoes are not considered as vehicles and do not require 

registration or licensing. 

It was originally designed for local transport, but 

now offer a more serious "Off Road" model as a new thrill 

sport. The Off Road style shoes are able to traverse grass, 
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gravel, dirt and hard sand with ease and are often seen at 

low tide on the beach. 

The basic design of an electric skateshoes consists 

of an electric motor (out-runner or hub), batteries, speed 

controller (often the specially designed VESC), and a 

wireless throttle on top of a regular   or other variant. 

LINE DIAGRAM OF SKATINGSHOES 

VII. METHODOLOGY 

A. Data Collection 

Data collection phase in volves the collection. of reference 

material for project concept,the idea is taken from books and 

internet  linkages  

 

B. System Design 

The system design comprises of development of the 

electronic remote control shoes so that the given concept can 

perform the desired operation. 

C. Mechanical Design 

The parts mentioned above in the part list will be designed 

for line diagram under the given system of force electrical 

forces and appropriate dimensions will be derived. The 

standard parts will be selected from the some book or 

internet. 

D. Production Drawing Preparation 

Production drawings of the parts are prepared using Auto 

Cad, with appropriate dimensional and geometric tolerances. 

Raw material sizes for parts are also determined. 

E. Material Procurement & Process Planning 

Material is procured as per raw material specification and 

part quantity. Part process planning is done to decide the 

process of manufacture and appropriate machine for the 

same. 

F. Manufacturing 

Parts are produced as per the part drawings. 

G. Assembly–Test&Trial 

Assembly of device is done as per assembly drawing, and 

test and trialis conducted on device for evaluating 

performance. 

H. Report preparation 

Report preparation of the activities carried out during the 

above phases is done. 

I. Design and Decision Criteria 

Include design and decision criteria in feasibility reports, 

recommendation reports, proposals, and other documents 

that are concerned with the possible design of a product or, 

in some cases, a future course of action.  

Design criteria are the explicit goals that a project 

must achieve in order to be successful. In recommendation 

and feasibility reports, especially, the design and decision 

criteria determine the document's final recommendation for 

action. Managers use these criteria as their basic tool in 

evaluating a project's potential for success and how well it 

fits into the goals of the organization. Experts need explicit 

design and decision criteria in order to evaluate 

recommended design. 

A design is a plan or specification for the 

construction of an object or system or for the 

implementation of an activity or process, or the result of that 

plan or specification in the form of a prototype, product or 

process. The verb to design expresses the process of 

developing a design. In some cases, the direct construction 

of an object without an explicit prior plan (such as in 

craftwork, some engineering, coding, and graphic design) 

may also be considered to be a design activity. The design 

usually has to satisfy certain goals and constraints, may take 

into account aesthetic, functional, economic, or socio-

political considerations, and is expected to interact with a 

certain environment.  

J. Project Based Design and Production  

The relationship between design and production is one of 

planning and executing. In theory, the plan should anticipate 

and compensate for potential problems in the execution 

process. Design involves problem-solving and creativity. In 

contrast, production involves a routine or pre-planned 

process. A design may also be a mere plan that does not 

include a production or engineering processes although a 

working knowledge of such processes is usually expected of 

designers. In some cases, it may be unnecessary or 

impractical to expect a designer with a broad 

multidisciplinary knowledge required for such designs to 

also have a detailed specialized knowledge of how to 

produce the product. 

Design and production are intertwined in many 

creative professional careers, meaning problem-solving is 

part of execution and the reverse. As the cost of 

rearrangement increases, the need for separating design 

from production increases as well. For example, a high-

budget project, such as a skyscraper, requires separating 

(design) architecture from (production) construction. A 

Low-budget project, such as a locally printed office party 

invitation flyer, can be rearranged and printed dozens of 
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times at the low cost of a few sheets of paper, a few drops of 

ink, and less than one hour's pay of a desktop publisher. 

This is not to say that production never involves 

problem-solving or creativity, nor that design always 

involves creativity. Designs are rarely perfect and are 

sometimes repetitive. The imperfection of a design may task 

a production position (e.g. production artist, construction 

worker) with utilizing creativity or problem-solving skills to 

compensate for what was overlooked in the design process. 

Likewise, a design may be a simple repetition (copy) of a 

known preexisting solution, requiring minimal, if any, 

creativity or problem-solving skills from the designer. 

K. Advantages and Disadvantages of Smart Skating Shoes 

1) Advantages 

1) It covered maximum distance as compare to normal 

skating shoes. 

2) It provide smooth  comfortness 

3) It is rechargeable shoes 

2) Disadvantages 

1) It is not waterproof. 

2) Complicated in design. 

3) it is only use for weight below 45 kg 

3) Application 

1) It shoes is used in house as well as school, colleges etc. 

2) It is mainly used on smooth or level surface traveling. 

3) It is small and light in construction, so it can be carry 

easily in anywhere. 

4) It is also used for traveling in less/small space. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE AND CONCLUSION 

A. Future Scope 

Automatic speed control sensor can be added. 

LED light also added for creative/decoration purpose. 

Implement charging device, that store charging during 

running condition. 

Also trying to make best waterproof. 

B. Conclusion 

Skating shoes is a vehicle that uses two sources of manual 

and battery. For low power application manual drive is used 

whereas for high power application where power 

requirement is very high electric power is used. Electric 

drive is most efficient at high speed drive. Thus EV’s both 

mode of operation occurs at their maximum efficiency. Thus 

it is most efficient in urban areas mainly in high traffic 

electric skateboard is used with more efficient. This paper 

has reviewed the techniques that have been used to model 

the board design, method of use a board on centerized wheel 

on skateboard. This vehicle will make substitute for light 

electric vehicle for single riders which is gives a better 

utilization of fuel. It can be suitable for the transportation on 

the industrial supervisation, like etc, The charging behavior 

is improved by use of the lithium battery and high speed 

charging will occur. 

APPENDIX 
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